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The response of a variety of W material grades to nanostructure ‘fuzz’ formation is explored. W targets
are exposed to He or D2–0.2He plasmas in PISCES-B at 900–1320 K to below sputter threshold He+ ions
of energy 25–60 eV for up to 2.2 � 104 s. SEM and XPS reveal nanoscopic reorganization of the W surface
to a layer of ‘fuzz’ of porosity �90% as determined by a ‘fuzz’ removal/weight loss method. The variability
of ‘fuzz’ growth is examined at 1120 K for 1 h durations: SR, SC and doped W grades – La2O3 (1% wt.), Re
(5% and 10% wt.), and TiC (1.5% wt.) developed 2–3 lm thick ‘fuzz’ layers, while a VPS grade developed a
layer 4 lm thick. An RC grade revealed additional ‘fuzz’ at deep (>100 lm) grain boundaries. However,
heat treatment up to 1900 K produced reintegration of ‘fuzz’ with the bulk and He release at �1000 K
and �1400–1800 K due to depopulation from vacancy complexes.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is a widely held view that future burning-plasma devices
will be engineered with tungsten or tungsten-alloy first-walls and
plasma-facing components (PFC’s). Tungsten has a high melting
point (3695 K), excellent resistance to physical sputtering in de-
tached plasma regimes [1], and most importantly, exhibits low
in-bulk [2], and co-deposit [3] retention at elevated temperature.
A further high temperature advantage is that neutron effects can
‘heal’ to an extent, as displacement damage migrates to grain
boundaries more efficiently with increasing temperature [4]. Such
potential benefits have recently led to alterations in the ITER-
divertor design during the D–T operational phase, whereby the
graphite divertor is to be fully replaced with W cassettes. This
change will see W surfaces operated at a considerably higher ambi-
ent temperature, �900 K at the vertical targets, compared with the
previous design, where W usage was limited to the baffles and
dome and to be operated at or below 600 K. The successful use of
W in ITER will also pave the way for W usage in the future DEMO
reactor, to be operated at an even higher ambient temperature,
�1000 K or above, in order to facilitate efficient heat-removal [1]
and energy-extraction (e.g. Ref. [5]).

The drawback with tungsten edge materials however, is that as
an eroded ‘high-Z’ impurity, it will seriously degrade reactor per-
formance if even minute levels reach the core plasma [6]. Thus,
for W to be compatible with fusion-reactor design, sputtering,
ablation during high heat/particle load events, and dust produc-
tion, must be kept minimal. Nevertheless, in spite of W having
low-erosive yield, the progression in reactor technology toward
ll rights reserved.
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continuous operation and higher first-wall temperature, has led
to the observation of new issues surrounding the He–W interac-
tion. Exposure of W to energetic He with plasmas and ions beams
has been studied extensively and is well known for a multitude of
He-induced-materials effects. Blistering can be observed at tem-
peratures below 1000 K [7,8], but at higher temperature
(>1000 K) the formation of pits, holes and bubbles [9–11] and nano
[12–17] and microscale [7,18] surface structuring is found. In the
temperature range expected for W PFCs in ITER and DEMO, consid-
erable experimental evidence exists that shows He inclusion into
the W surface leads to gross modification of the near surface W
matrix into fragile nanoscopic structures [12–17]. The effect is typ-
ically observed on W surfaces of elevated temperature (T � 1000 K)
exposed in steady state plasma devices (texp > 102 s) to large He ion
fluxes (>1021 He+ m�2 s�1). Yet there are few, if any, convincing re-
ports for its observation in present day fusion devices with W walls
or limiters (e.g. ASDEX, LHD and TEXTOR) in spite of the formation
conditions being relevant to the fusion first-wall regime. Although,
it should be remarked for current devices, that the effect is not
likely to proceed efficiently since only some of the required forma-
tion conditions are usually met simultaneously and/or plasma
exposure time is too short.

W-nanostructure growth in a fusion device could potentially
present a source of fragile, easily removed W at the plasma edge.
The potential for surface exfoliation, modified erosion properties,
reduced-thermal performance and impact on hydrogen isotope
retention are naturally all currently open issues that, in turn,
may adversely influence reactor performance and operation. Con-
sequently, as these issues are relevant to W divertor operation in
ITER, the He–W interaction has increasingly become the subject
of ITER-divertor research and development activity. In this article,
we expand on previous research [12,15–17] by reporting on
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further observations of He-induced effects on W at ITER and DEMO
relevant temperatures. Properties of He-induced-nanostructured
layers, the influence of surface temperature on nanostructure
growth, and the nature of the effect on a range of different types
of W relevant to use in a fusion device, are reported.
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Fig. 1. Mass change, Dm, on W targets following exposure to pure He or D2–0.2He
mixture plasmas, plotted as a function of He+ ion fluence received during exposure.
2. Experimental procedures

In the experiments reported here, the effects of a wide variety
of He and mixed D2–He plasma exposure conditions on a total of
24 W and W-alloy grade target specimens are explored. To main-
tain clarity only a brief summary of all of the experimental con-
ditions is given here and specific experimental details are
quoted where necessary. The collection of target specimens con-
sisted of 19 pure W, 4 doped (Re, La2O3, TiC) W-alloy targets
(25 mm dia. and 1.5 mm thick), and 1 W single crystal (8 mm
dia. and 1 mm thick) fabricated by the floating-zone-melting
method. Targets specimens were exposed to either He or D2–
0.2He mixture plasmas in the PISCES-B linear-divertor-plasma
simulator (as in Ref. [15]). All of the targets were exposed to plas-
ma such that the target temperature was maintained at a fixed
value in the range 900–1320 K, for fixed time durations in the
span 300–2.2 � 104 s.

During each exposure, the plasma conditions at the target loca-
tion were measured using a reciprocating double Langmuir probe.
Exposure plasmas (He or D2–0.2He) of typical density, ne � 2–
6 � 1018 m�3, and temperature, Te �6–8 eV were used. The typical
He ion flux on target, for a pure He plasma was �5 � 1022 ions
m�2 s�1 and for D2–0.2He mixture plasma, �1 � 1022 ions m�2 s�1.
Targets were biased in the range�(40–75) V to facilitate energetic-
ion bombardment. The energy of impacting ions can be estimated
from the target bias, hEionsi � Vbias � 2 kTe.

Prior to, and following plasma exposure, targets were weighed
on a microbalance to determine mass change. A measure of weight
loss in this procedure facilitated study of erosion and/or mechani-
cal stability of formed nanostructure surfaces. Further quantifica-
tion of the modified nanostructure-surface layer was undertaken
using cross-sectional scanning-electron microscopy (SEM). Cross-
sectioning was carried out by mechanically breaking each target;
the sectioned surface then observed directly with no further prep-
aration1 using a JEOL–JSM 6360 SEM. In selected cases, X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy was also used to study changes in the surface
properties. XPS spectra are acquired using a PHI XPS system with a
Mg Ka X-ray source and a detector pass energy of 25 eV with the
binding-energy calibration conducted utilizing vacuum-deposited
Au and Cu specimens and assigning the Au (4f7/2) and Cu (2p3/2)
peaks values of 83.9 eV and 932.5 eV respectively [19]. Heat treat-
ment/annealing was performed on selected targets using a vacuum
furnace to study the thermal/mechanical stability of surface nano-
structure at temperatures at, and in excess of, its formation
temperature.
3. Results

We begin a description of the results with an analysis of mass
change on targets due to plasma exposure. Fig. 1 shows the mass
change of each target, Dm, plotted as a function of the He+ ion flu-
ence received during exposure. These data represent collectively
all of the 24 exposed targets. To plot the data in this way, it must
be noted that individual plasma exposure conditions for each tar-
get were not consistent. However, while a wide range of plasma–
1 The usual preparative steps for SEM (e.g. – mounting, section polishing, C or Au
conductive film deposition) grossly alter the appearance of surface nanofeatures and
are not employed here.
target conditions are evident, it can be noted that the energy of
bombarding He ions was controlled and within the range 25–
60 eV; that is, below the threshold for physical sputtering by either
He or D. It can also be remarked that all of the targets were ob-
served to have formed He-induced-nanostructured surfaces and
that sputtering of W should not be expected to cause weight loss
or morphology changes in this energy range. This is in fact con-
firmed by Fig. 1. The mass change data reveal that W-nanostruc-
tured layers do not erode, in agreement with TRIM calculations
[20], nor detach or peel to result in increased mass loss at higher
He+ ion fluence. This can be concluded from the weighted-linear
fit to the data (full line), which within uncertainty limits (dashed
lines) has a slope and intercept that encompasses zero.

In Fig. 2, the dependence of nanostructure formation on expo-
sure temperature is explored. The SEM cross-sections of three pure
W targets are shown for pure He plasma exposure conditions of
�1 h at 900 K, 1120 K and 1320 K. The images reveal that increased
temperature promotes an increased rate of surface transformation
into thicker nanostructured layers. Interestingly, below 900 K,
nanostructured layers are not observed after a full 1 h of plasma
exposure. However, it is pointed out that a recent transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis [21] of a W target exposed to
pure He plasma for �1 h at 573 K in PISCES-A, revealed an exten-
sive sub-surface plethora of nanoscopic bubbles in close proxi-
mately to the near surface (100–200 nm deep). It is probable that
such features exist also in the 900 K exposed target of Fig. 2a,
but are not resolvable by conventional SEM.

In Fig. 3, W 4f XPS spectra are compared. Data are shown for a
polished-W target that was not exposed to plasma, in contrast with
that of a nanostructured-W surface produced by 1 h of pure He
plasma exposure at 1120 K, (EHe+ � 30 eV). For the unexposed tar-
get, the 4f peaks at 31.0 eV and 33.5 eV are in good agreement with
accepted values [19] for pure W, but there is also evidence of smal-
ler shifted 4f peaks (�36 eV and 38 eV) that can be associated with
a �20% coverage of the surface with O, bound in the form WO3. For
the nanostructured surface (examined in situ after He plasma
exposure), the XPS spectrum shows little evidence of any oxide,
and while the usual W 4f peaks are also un-shifted, it is noted that
a reduced photoelectron count by �60% is evident. It can be in-
ferred, from the lack of any shift in the 4f peaks, that nanostruc-
tured-W surfaces are not induced by impurity binding or any
notable transformation of the W lattice. The noted reduction in
peak height is explainable due to changes in the surface morphol-
ogy caused by nanostructure growth: That is, X-rays that illumi-
nate deeper parts of the nanostructured layer will produce
photoelectrons that have a reduced probability for escape, and so
detected photoelectron count is lower. This reduced photoelectron



Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of W targets exposed at (a) 900 K, (b)
1120 K, and (c) 1320 K to pure He plasma for �1 h.
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Fig. 3. W 4f X-ray photoelectron spectra for an unexposed W target and a W-
nanostructured target produced by 1 h of pure He plasma exposure at 1120 K.
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Fig. 4. (a) Nanostructure layer thickness profile measured with cross-sectional SEM
for a W target exposed to pure He plasma at 1120 K for 1 h. Cross-sectional images
(b) before, and (c) after wipe removal of the nanostructure layer.
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count points to the fact that a nanostructured surface layer is sig-
nificantly porous compared to pure W.

The porosity of a nanostructured layer was estimated by taking
advantage of the fact that such a layer can be removed easily from
a target surface by wiping it. This estimate is established by mea-
suring the volume of the nanostructured layer with cross-sectional
SEM, and measuring the associated weight change (loss) due to
wipe removal of the layer. The porosity of the nanostructured layer
is equivalent to the ratio of the overall density of the removed layer
with that of pure W.2 A pure W target with a nanostructured surface
was prepared by exposure to pure He plasma at 1120 K for 1 h
(EHe+ � 30 eV). The target was cross-sectioned and profiled with
SEM as shown in Fig. 4a. A layer of nanostructured W close to
3 lm thick was measured to be uniform across the target surface.
Fig 4b and c show SEM cross-sections of the target, in precisely
the same location before and after the target was wiped (wiping re-
moves the nanostructured layer and restores the initial mirror finish
because of the scale of nanoscopic features). The corresponding mass
loss was measured to be 870 ± 40 lg for an established geometrical
volume of 7.8 ± 0.8 � 10�10 m3 of nanostructured layer. The corre-
sponding density of the layer is thus 1115 ± 127 kg m�3, which is
only 5.8 ± 1.1% of the density of pure W (19,250 kg m�3). That is,
the nanostructured layer, in this case, was 94% unoccupied space.

In Fig. 5 the material dependent variability of the nanostructure
growth process is examined for various grades of W relevant to fu-
sion engineering practice. Nine different types of polished-W tar-
get were explored by exposure to pure He plasma at 1120 K for
durations of 1 h under conditions of consistent He+ impact energy
(EHe+ � 40 eV). Fig. 5, displays SEM cross-sections for the following
W material types:
2 Porosity measurement includes any internal nanobubble structure [14].
(a) A 99.97% wt. rolled W target supplied by PLANSEE that was
stress annealed at 1273 K for 1 h (considered the standard
grade in this experiment).



Fig. 5. Cross-sectional SEM images for nine different grades of W relevant to fusion engineering practice. All target specimens were exposed to consistent pure He plasmas at
1120 K for 1 h. The He+ impact energy was �40 eV. The following grades are explored: (a) PLANSEE SR W, (b) SC h1 0 0iW, (c) ITER ASTM B760 compliant W, (d) PLANSEE W–
Re (5% wt.), (e) PLANSEE W–La2O3 (1% wt.), (f) UFG W–TiC (1.5% wt.), (g) ULTRAMET CVD W–Re (10% wt.), (h) VPS W (EAST) and (i) RC-W. Refer to text for description.
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(b) A W h1 0 0i single crystal (SC) produced by the floating-
zone-melting method (e.g. [2]).

(c) A W grade compliant with the ITER ASTM B760 standard.
That is, grain orientation is normal to the surface and paral-
lel to the incident heat flux.

(d) A W doped with Re (5% wt.) supplied by PLANSEE – USA.
(e) A W doped with La2O3 (1% wt.) supplied by PLANSEE – USA.
(f) An ultra fine grained (UFG) W doped with TiC (1.5% wt.) (as

in Ref. [22]).
(g) A W sample produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

doped with Re (10% wt.) supplied by ULTRAMET–USA.
(h) A specimen of vacuum plasma sprayed (VPS) W of similar

manufacturing method to VPS W components used in the
EAST tokamak.

(i) And a W target produced by powder metallurgy methods
but heat treated to above the recrystallization (RC) temper-
ature (�1800 K).

All of the W grades explored showed the formation of a nano-
structured layer between �2 and 4 lm thick on the W target sur-
face. The ITER compliant – Fig. 5c, SC – Fig. 5b, doped La2O3 (1% wt.)
– Fig. 5e, and TiC (1.5% wt.) – Fig. 5f, grades developed nanostruc-
tured layers of thickness comparable to that observed on the stan-
dard rolled-pure W SR grade – Fig. 5a. The VPS (EAST) grade –
Fig. 5h, developed the thickest nanostructured layer at almost
4 lm thick, while the Re doped PLANSEE (5% wt.) – Fig. 5d, and
(10% wt.) – Fig. 5g, ULTRAMET CVD varieties showed the best resis-
tance to nanostructure formation; both with nanostructured layers
close to 2 lm in thickness. On the other hand, the RC-W target
showed an extraordinary reaction to the He plasma, Fig. 5i, with
findings different from the other grades, Fig. 5a–h.
Cross-sectional analysis of the He-plasma-exposed RC grade re-
vealed the formation of nanostructuring at very deep locations
when compared to the other targets. A selection of SEM images
shows this in Fig. 6. The uppermost image, Fig. 6a, depicts a low-
magnification view of the cross-section of this target. Images be-
low show higher magnifications of the locations indicated ‘A–D’
– Fig. 6b–e respectively. The magnified location ‘A’ reveals the
usual observation of a layer of nanostructure about 3 lm thick.
However, evidence of nanostructuring is not limited to this layer,
as it is with the other grades, of Fig. 5a–h. Nanostructuring can
‘be observed many microns deeper. Regions ‘B’ and ‘C’, �200–
300 lm deep also show evidence af nanoscopic structuring. Only
at depths almost 1000 lm deep do the nanoscopic features no
longer appear, as in location ‘D’. The presence of deep nanostruc-
turing in the RC-W grade is almost certain to be a consequence,
in some way, of the recrystallization process. During recrystalliza-
tion, impurities, defects and vacancies proceed towards grain
boundaries, to induce there a higher concentration of trapping
sites. This higher proportion of available trapping sites, in turn,
could lead to He bubble formation and ensuing nanostructure
growth in grain boundary regions. Here it is worth mentioning that
preferential He nanobubble growth at near surface W grain bound-
aries has been observed experimentally with TEM [23] on 8 keV
He+ irradiated W specimens at 1073 and 1273 K. In contrast to
[23] however, the observations reported here are located very deep
within the RC-W target. It is unclear why such deep nanostructur-
ing should occur but not implausible since the rate of diffusion of
He in W is known to be fast [24]; at 1123 K, the diffusion length
is 2.07 cm after 3600 s, assuming that the temperature dependence
of the diffusion coefficient quoted in [24] extrapolates accurately
to high temperature >1000 K. A further comment is made pertain-



Fig. 6. Additional cross-sectional SEM analysis of the RC-W specimen of Fig. 5i. (a)
Low magnification ‘key’ image. Boxes A–D are magnified in images (b–e). Refer to
text for description.

Fig. 7. SEM analysis of the RC-W target of Fig. 5i after heat treatment to 1900 K over
45 min. (a) Cross-section showing nanostructure formation. After heat treatment
there is a reintegration of nanostructure with the bulk as shown by the (b) cross-
section image and (c) surface image.
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ing to the RC-W images of Fig. 5i and Fig. 6b–d. These images give
the appearance that deep grains (unconnected with the surface)
have transformed volumetrically into nanostructure similar to
the surface layer. However, evidence of deep nanostructuring in
these images must only be a transformation of the grain bound-
aries. For an entire grain to undergo transformation, an associated
expansion in grain volume (by a factor of �19, since nanostructure
is porous) would be necessary to maintain a consistent number of
W atoms in the grain. It is therefore believed, that the appearance
of nanostructured grains reflects specimen preparation for cross-
sectional SEM. Targets are broken by the application of shear stress
when sectioned. Breakage ought to be preferential along grain
boundaries that are weakened by nanostructure formation, and
any boundary that is parallel to the break would therefore give
the appearance of an entire grain conversion to nanostructure.
The observation of deep nanostructure after just 1 h of plasma
exposure, is nevertheless alarming. Grain-boundary embrittlement
on such a reduced time scale, could place a limit on permissible W
PFC temperature excursions/transients to below that necessary to
cause recrystallization, and as such warrants further study.

A final study involved the examination of the resilience of nano-
structured surfaces at high temperature using a vacuum furnace
capable of reaching 2000 K. Selected pure W targets with nano-
structured surface layers 2–3 lm thick, produced by exposure to
pure He plasma for 1 h at 1120 K, were heat treated in-vacuo over
periods of 45 min to maximum temperatures of 900 K, 1450 K and
1900 K. Target temperature was ramped linearly with time to its
maximal value and the desorption of He monitored using a resid-
ual-gas analyzer. Fig. 7 shows a cross-section and surface-normal
image of the RC-W target (Figs. 5i and 6) which was chosen for
the heat treatment to 1900 K. In spite of the maximum tempera-
ture being well below the melting point for W, all traces of nano-
structure, both surface and grain boundary, are found to be
absent from the target following the heat treatment. Further, there
is no convincing mass change observed after heat treatment, sug-
gesting that nanostructures reintegrated with the W bulk. Only
minor bubble formation, left at the very near surface suggests
the presence of any He-induced effect. A similar result was also
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found for the target heat treated to 1450 K, but the target heat trea-
ted to only 900 K retained its layer of surface nanostructure. These
observations suggest that W mobility has a significant influence
over the wide range of He-induced effects observed with tempera-
ture. Fig. 8 shows the release of He from the RC-W target of (Figs. 5i
and 6) as it was heated to 1900 K. The data of Fig. 8 reveal a com-
plex thermal-release spectrum broadly characterized by dominant
release peaks at �1000 K and �1400–1800 K.
4. Discussion

Helium-induced-surface modification of W is caused by the ac-
tion of He below the material surface, and the nature of formed
surface features varies greatly with temperature. A substantial
amount of work can be found in the available literature on He ef-
fects in metals, in general, but there are few accounts that describe
the temperature window where the formation of He-induced-
nanoscopic structure is known to occur. It is therefore appropriate
to begin with a brief summary of previous findings relevant to the
current study:

He on W induced nanostructuring is a visually black layer of
modified W on the plasma interacting surface consisting of W
‘branch’ like structures, �10–50 nm in thickness and of up to a mi-
cron in length [12–17]. Tokunaga et al. [12] first reported this sur-
face blackening on pressed and plasma-sprayed-tungsten targets
following exposure at 900 K3 to 100 eV He+ ions in PISCES-B. The
blackening was determined to be W of sub-micron scale morphology
with SEM and shown to be almost pure W with Auger electron spec-
troscopy. Takamura et al., observed similar morphology on tungsten
coated graphite targets exposed to NAGDIS-II pure He plasmas at
temperatures spanning 1250–1600 K [13] and was first to character-
ize its structure. In their article, a closer examination of the morphol-
ogy than in [12], revealed that the tungsten surface was deeply
nanostructured. The change in surface properties was brought about
by the formation of a conglomerate of disordered ‘nanorod’ like
structures, that were later confirmed by TEM analysis, to have inter-
nal nanometer sized bubbles or voids [14]. Article [13] demonstrated
that such surface modification is produced in spite of the fact that
incident He does not have sufficient energy to physically sputter or
cause atomic displacement, although at least an incident He impact
energy of �20 eV is reported to be necessary to observe the effect
[25].
3 It is now known, that the singular temperature of 900 K, quoted in [12], is low by
as much as 100–200 K because of a limitation of the temperature measurement
system at that time.
Using the PISCES-B device, Baldwin and Doerner [15] explored
the nature of nanostructured surface evolution over time. SEM
cross-sectioning of targets exposed to He plasma for up to
2.2 � 104 s at 1120 K revealed that nanostructuring occurs over a
volumetric surface layer, and that this layer is not limited to the
near surface. The nanostructured layer was found to increase in
thickness proportionately with the square root of the plasma expo-
sure time and reached several microns in thickness in �1 h. In a
follow on study, Tokunaga et al. [16] showed this to be true also
in more divertor relevant D2–0.2He mixture plasmas used to ex-
pose TiC doped nanodispersoid W grades, and that the kinetics of
the layer-growth are not significantly influenced by deuterium in
the mixed-species plasma. The t1/2 dependencies observed in
[15,16] suggest that at least some part of the nanostructuring pro-
cess is rate limited by a diffusive step, albeit this step remains
unclear.

In another study [17], the dependence of the nanostructured
layer thickness on He ion flux was established. For consistent plas-
ma exposure times of 1 h at 1120 K, the layer-growth rate was
found to be optimal provided that the incident He+ bombardment
flux was at or above 7 � 1021 m�2 s�1. For He+ fluxes below this va-
lue, the observed nanostructured layer thickness is exponentially
reduced in thickness as He ion flux is reduced, suggesting a forma-
tion mechanism that relies on a high concentration of He in the W
lattice. Ref. [17] further examined the influence of ITER relevant
plasma impurities on nanostructure formation. It was shown that
small amounts of Be and C plasma impurities (<1% ne) can prevent
the formation of nanostructuring under conditions where a protec-
tive-deposited layer can form on the target. However, it is unclear
whether the deposited layer acts as a physical barrier to helium
uptake, or whether the modified mixed-material surface structure
was resilient to nanostructuring. Due to the high-exposure temper-
ature (1150 K), the protective layers were noted to have chemically
reacted with the W surface to form tungsten berryllides and car-
bides respectively. These results offered, at least, potential insight
into how nanostructuring could be mitigated, but only under plas-
ma conditions that did not contribute to the removal of the depos-
ited mixed-material layer by sputtering. Where the deposited layer
was sputter removed, a form of mixed-material nanostructuring
was found with low level Be or C fractions.

In most previous studies of He-induced nanostructuring, the
main focus is on the plasma conditions that lead to the effect
and the influence that these conditions have on nanostructure
growth. In this article, emphasis is given to examining the nature
of the effect on the material. The mass change data of Fig. 1 reveal
that W-nanostructured layers do not erode significantly under
low-energy-plasma bombardment, nor detach by peeling or crum-
bling over exposure times up to 2.2 � 104 s. Yet such layers can be
easily removed by light mechanical/abrasive action. In an ITER full-
W-divertor scenario, we consider it possible that such nanostruc-
ture could form in locations where the correct formation condi-
tions exist but little comment on the survivability of such
surfaces can be made presently since reactor events such as ELMS
and disruptions may adversely affect layer stability.

The results of Fig. 2 indicate that W-nanostructure-growth is
more efficient as surface temperature is increased, but below
900 K nanostructuring is not found. At low-to-moderate tempera-
ture, up to 1000 K, ion-implanted He is known to induce surface
blistering and subsequent exfoliation of blister caps [7,8] for W ex-
posed to high-energy-particle beams. However, the blistering ef-
fect does not seem to manifest itself with W specimens exposed
to low-energy He-plasma bombardment [21]. A few studies actu-
ally show a desirable He-induced effect in the low-to-moderate
temperature range. He plasma pre-treatment [26] and He exposure
in mixed-species D2–He plasmas [21] has been shown to reduce
hydrogen isotope retention and blistering. He-induced near surface
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nanobubbles, confirmed by TEM, acted in some to way to prevent
the uptake of hydrogen isotopes at the very near surface in those
experiments. At higher temperature though (>1000 K), He inclu-
sion in the W lattice produces dramatic changes to the surface.
The He plasma exposures at 1120 K and 1320 K in Fig. 2b and c
clearly reveal a layer of nanostructuring and the increased thick-
ness of the layer with temperature points to the involvement of
thermally-activated processes.

When considering Fig. 2, further insight into the nanostructure
growth process is perhaps possible in light of other work found in
the literature: TEM [21,23] and SEM [17] analyses. In [21], near
surface He bubble formation was found on He-plasma-exposed
W targets, but evidence of He-induced-nanoscopic morphology
was not. The exposure temperature was only 573 K. In [23], TEM
analysis of nanoscopic morphology formed at 1250 K showed that
nanoscopic features also contain He nanobubbles. That is, near sur-
face nanobubbles are common to both accounts, but nanostructur-
ing only occurs at the highest temperatures. The difference points
to the thermo-physics of the W material itself and suggests that
nanobubbles, although necessary, do not entirely give rise to nano-
structure formation. He-induced nanobubbles must be an active
mechanism however, since W exposed to hydrogen isotope plasma
at >1000 K [17] does not form surface nanobubbles and nanostruc-
turing is not observed. Both nanobubbles and a high temperature
(0.25 < T/Tm < �0.4) seem to be necessary. There are many ther-
mally-activated materials process that could play a role. W mobil-
ity, vacancy transport, adatom diffusion, bubble/cluster migration
are all thermally-activated processes, to name a few (e.g. [27]),
but it remains to be satisfactorily verified as to the precise manner
in which all processes lead to formation of individual nanostruc-
tures. A heuristic description of nanostructure formation, based
on experimental observation, is depicted in [25] showing bubble
migration and coalescence as drivers of nanostructure growth.
However, there is currently no He–W materials interaction model-
ing that demonstrates the outcome of a He-induced-W nanoscopic
structure of any similarity to experiment.

The X-ray photoelectron analysis of Fig. 3 shows that W-nano-
structure is a reorganization of the W surface. There is no evidence
of chemical binding or altered structure; W-nanostructure is of
similar material structure to that of the bulk, albeit nanoscopically
deformed. In the target case of Fig. 4, the nanoscopic deformation
was estimated to lead a value of porosity for the nanostructure
layer that is extremely high; more than 90% of the layer is deter-
mined to be unoccupied space between interconnected nanoscopic
structures and its internal bubble structure. It is presently unclear
the effect that such porosity will have on the thermal properties of
such surfaces and so research effort is currently underway in these
laboratories to examine the impact of ELM like heat loads on nano-
scopic structure using a pulsed-laser system.

When combined, the lack of any convincing mass loss due to
plasma exposure (Fig. 1) and measurement of porosity (inferred
from Fig. 4), have shed further light on the findings published in
an earlier article [15]. In [15], nanostructured layers are shown
to grow in thickness as the exposure time to He plasma is in-
creased: In Fig. 3 of Ref. [15], cross-sectioned W targets with nano-
structured layers are aligned adjacently so that the top of the layer
is used as a common point of reference. While, visually, this dem-
onstrated the growth in thickness of the nanostructured layer, it
gives the unintended appearance that nanostructure grows into
the W surface. To some extent this is true, but it is not a fully cor-
rect interpretation. The established measure of unoccupied space
in a nanostructured layer (inferred from Fig. 4), and knowledge
that nanoscopic layers do not erode significantly (Fig. 1) under
the plasmas conditions explored here and also in [15], suggests
that nanostructured layers in fact grow away from the W surface;
consuming the W bulk to a depth of �6% of the measured nano-
structured layer thickness. A reduced selection of the images of
Fig. 3 in [15] has been re-arranged in Fig. 9 to demonstrate this
more accurate picture. The dashed lines depict the boundaries of
the nanostructured layer while the full line, drawn across the im-
age set, is a representation of where the original polished surface
would have been located. As was reported in Ref. [15], the images
in Fig. 9 depict a growth process whereby the thickness of the
nanostructured layer, d, grows proportionately with the plasma
exposure time according to, D = bt1/2, where b = 1.3 � 10�15 m2 s�1

at 1120 K.
Mathematically, such a process sees the change of layer thick-

ness as increasingly limited at large times compared to early stage
growth, but in a fusion device, the survivability of thick nanostruc-
tured layers is questionable. Should nanostructured layers be eas-
ily removed in an actual fusion environment, it is the re-growth
rate, dD/dt = b/(2t1/2) that is alarming. In a balanced equilibrium
between simultaneous nanostructure growth and removal (e.g.
ablation, ELMS, etc.), to leave only a reduced layer thickness d,
the re-growth rate is (dD/dt)D=d = b2/(2d). That is, continual re-
moval of the layer to a reduced thickness, promotes increasingly
rapid material loss depending on the smallness of d, and whether
such equilibrium can be maintained. Further experiments, to test
for such enhanced material loss, are currently underway in the
PISCES laboratory, but a true test can only really be assessed in
an actual fusion device.

The efficiency of nanostructure formation in pure He plasma is
explored in Fig. 5 for nine different varieties of W relevant to fu-
sion-reactor construction. The images of Fig. 5 show that none of
the explored pure or doped varieties are resilient to the formation
of nanostructuring. Small levels of the dopants Re (5% wt.), La2O3

(1% wt.) and TiC (1.5% wt.) produce little effect on the rate of nano-
structure growth, and it is found that W material grades, where
trap concentrations (vacancies, defects, voids) are expected to be
higher (VPS and RC grade grain boundaries) develop the highest
rates of nanostructure formation. Yet, any pre-existing trap con-
centration must act in addition to other He-trapping mechanisms.
This is because even SC W readily succumbs to surface nanostruc-
turing, producing a nanostructure layer of comparable thickness to
the other W grades. This surprising result suggests that nanostruc-
turing is related to a He-trapping mechanism that is self driven,
since the natural concentration of vacancies and defects in SC W
should be very low and the thermal vacancy fraction at 1120 K is
exceptionally small (Vc = 5.22 � 10�12, e.g. Ref. [28]). Self-driven
trapping has been studied for some time. In one account, proposed
by Wilson, Bisson and Baskes [29] it was shown that small localiza-
tions of as few as five interstitial He atoms lead to a large enough
distortion of the W matrix to produce a lattice vacancy and self
interstitial pair. Further, in their calculations, a cluster of 8 or 16
He atoms leads to 2 or 5 such pairs. In this view, He clustering fol-
lowed by the production and saturation of He traps, precursor to
He bubbles and nanostructuring, should depend on the He concen-
tration in the lattice, or alternatively the incident energetic He flux
to the surface. Interestingly, the dependence of nanostructuring on
He ion flux was observed in Ref. [17].

In Fig. 5, the only target explored that seemingly showed any
resilience to nanostructuring was the CVD target containing 10%
wt. Re and a systematic trend can be observed by comparing the
images Fig. 5a 0% wt. Re, Fig. 5d 5% wt. Re, and Fig. 5g 10% wt.
Re, respectively. Each of these targets was produced by a different
manufacturing method, which complicates interpretation, but the
trend suggests that an increased level of alloy content is a method
for reducing the efficiency of nanostructuring. Full alloying, such as
in [17], where target surfaces were layers of the mixed-materials
Be12–W and WC were noted to be fully resistant to nanostructur-
ing, but these particular mixed-materials present other intrinsic is-
sues in a fusion environment.



Fig. 9. Reduced selection of cross-sectional SEM images of Fig. 3 in Ref. [15] demonstrating outward growth of nanostructure from the target surface. Targets are PLANSEE SR
W exposed to pure He plasma for exposures times of (a) 2.0 � 103 s, (b) 9.0 � 103 s and (c) 2.2 � 104 s at 1120 K. The dashed lines depict the boundaries of the nanostructured
layer. The full line, drawn across the image set, is a representation of where the original polished surface would have been located.
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The images of Fig. 7 demonstrate the mobility of W at temper-
atures well below its melting point. All traces of nanostructure at
surface and grain boundary locations on the RC-W target are re-
moved after only 1 h of thermal treatment to 1900 K, and the ab-
sence of any convincing mass change suggests a reintegration of
nanostructure and W bulk. Interestingly, He is released from the
target at temperatures both below, and much in excess, of the for-
mation temperature of the nanostructured surface, as in Fig. 8,
indicating release properties whereby He is highly mobile
yet also strongly bound to trapping mechanisms. Kornelsen and
Van Gorkum have studied He desorption from W extensively
[30]. By comparison with their work, the major release peaks of
Fig. 9 (�1000 K and �1400–1800 K) could be associated with He
desorption form highly decorated and degenerate He–vacancy
complexes.
5. Conclusions

A wide variety of W material grades (SR, SC, weakly doped (Re,
La2O3, TiC), VPS, ASTM B760 (ITER) and RC) relevant to fusion engi-
neering practice are found to develop nanostructured surface lay-
ers when exposed to pure He or fusion relevant D2–0.2He
mixture plasmas in the PISCES-B linear divertor-plasma simulator,
when operated at ITER/DEMO relevant temperatures of 900–
1320 K. A layer of nanoscopically reorganized W, between 2 and
4 lm thick is found on all target specimens explored. Reorganiza-
tion is thought to occur because of the combined effects of nano-
scopic bubble formation and increased W mobility with
temperature. In the case of RC-W, nanostructuring was found at
deep (up to several hundred lm) locations after just 1 h of plasma
exposure, presenting reduced time scale grain-boundary embrit-
tlement issues. When growth conditions are met, nanostructuring
occurs for incident He+ ion fluences of impact energy (25–60 eV)
well below that required for the sputtering of W by He and, in a fu-
sion scenario, could present a source of fragile, high–Z material at
the plasma edge that continuously grows away from the W PFC
surface. A nanostructured layer, measured for its porosity was
found to be at least 90% unoccupied space, but survived without
detachment, peeling or crumbling for up 2.2 � 104 s in the
PISCES-B plasma environment. However, layer survivability in an
actual fusion device requires further study to examine the addi-
tional influences of ELMS and disruptions. He-induced-nanostruc-
turing of W surfaces has been observed in a wide variety of
plasma devices under an equally wide range of plasma conditions.
Surface modification has been reported on W targets exposed to
energetic helium in PISCES-B [12,15–17], PISCES-A, NAGDIS-II
[13,14,21 and Refs. therein], LHD [31], a low-pressure Rf plasma
device [17], the GLADIS device at IPP Garching [18] and also on
W components in an inertial electrostatic confinement (IEC) device
at the Univ. of Wisconsin [32]. Thus, He-induced W nanostructur-
ing is seemingly device independent and is a materials issue driven
by the action and accumulation of He in the elevated temperature
W matrix. Presently, heavy alloying, for example with Re as shown
here, or with incident plasma impurity species (e.g. Be or C as in
Ref. [17]) are known to reduce/mitigate the nanostructuring effect,
but other strategies must also be developed.
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